News of Sister Sigrun of Iceland

Dear Brothers & Sisters,
This is to share news that Sister Sigrun of Iceland, Baba's powerful instrument, flew
into Baba's lap at 10am (Icelandic time) on Wednesday 18th April. She was aged 64.
Sigrun was born in Iceland in 1954 and later went to study art in Germany where she
met Brother Thor. They have been good friends for 40 years and married for the past
30 years. Together they ran a holistic health center for 12 years in the countryside
during the summer, and lived in different countries during the winter. After art study
they moved to USA for some years and later to Portugal for some years where they
held many art exhibitions.
Sigrun and Thor came to Baba in Pandav Bhavan in 1997 and became instruments
for Baba's work in Iceland. They have served the whole country including
government ministers and people of all walks of life and have created powerful
instrument teachers. Sigrun became ill in 2015 and graciously continued to serve
until the last few months when her service became more and more on the subtle
level. Through the whole time Brother Thor has been at her side, a pillar of strength
and a true yogi.
Sigrun is a powerful soul, a dedicated and faithful instrument, very close to Baba,
the Dadis and the Yagya. As well as bringing many souls close to Baba, Sigrun is
also remembered for the beautiful and outstanding art that she created for Baba that
is serving all over the world. There is hardly a country that does not have something
of Sigrun's art, whether a glorious Shiv Baba, other paintings, book illustrations or
blessing cards.
Sigrun has left a powerful and lasting memorial in everyone's heart and
now Baba has called the soul for some very special service.
With love,
In Baba's yaad,
BK Jayanti

